
 

 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBITORS OFFERS 

 

You would like to be an exhibitor at Equita Lyon 2019? Discover all our offers! 

 

STANDS TYPES AND EQUIPEMENT 

- “CARRÉ OR” BARE STAND: Stands around the international paddock in Hall 4.1 – Limited places – 

Contact us. Grey carpet and sign with the name of your company and your stand number (Corners, 

electricity, walls and metallic structure not included). 

Please note: 2 adjoining bare stands are not separated by a wall. 

- BARE STAND: Grey carpet and sign with the name of your company and your stand number (Corners, 

electricity, walls and metallic structure not included). 

Please note: 2 adjoining bare stands are not separated by a wall. 

- BARE STAND MORE THAN 100 sqm: Not applicable with “Carré Or” and “Carré Argent” stands. Grey 

carpet and sign with the name of your company and your stand number (Corners, electricity, walls and 

metallic structure not included). 

Please note: 2 adjoining bare stands are not separated by a wall. 

- “CARRÉ ARGENT” PRE EQUIPED STAND: Hall 4.1. – Limited places – Contact us. Grey carpet, 

wooden colored walls, metallic structure, sign with the name of your company and your stand number 

(Corners and electricity not included). 
 

- PRE EQUIPED STAND: Grey carpet, wooden colored walls, metallic structure, sign with the name of 

your company and your stand number (Corners and electricity not included). 
 

- REPRESENTATIVE STAND (reserved for associations and equestrian centers): Grey carpet, wooden 

colored walls, metallic structure, sign with the name of your company and your stand number (Corners 

and electricity not included). 

  

REMINDER 

- Red carpet in the aisles and grey carpet for the stands 

- Corners are not included in any type of stand 

- Furniture, electric connection and material, flower decoration, light and video are not included in your 

stand reservation. 

- For one of these requests, please refer to Space layout. 

- The electricity for stands, lighting kits and services concerning fluids are not included in your registration 

and must be ordered. 
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STANDS KEEPING 

The stands and boxes locations are delimited. 

The presence of displays, packaging, objects is prohibited in driveways and / or outside the stand. 

The organizer will evacuate by the security service any material deposited in the aisles. 

The distribution of flyers, placement of stickers, banners ... is strictly prohibited outside of the stand space. 

Solicitation and calls aloud are prohibited. 

It's prohibited to nail, drill, staple on the walls 

All service ordered on the trade fair, raised of 20% of the announced price. 

 


